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In this paper, we look at the expressive power of P systems with proteins embedded on
the membranes. The rules governing the evolution of the embedded proteins are inspired
from brane calculi. We use some basic operations of brane calculi, namely, exo, endo, bud,
mate, pino, wrap in the formalism of membrane computing. We also use rules allowing
the movement of proteins, to pass through membranes and attach to and detach from the
membranes. Combining the two kinds of operations, namely, brane calculi operations as
well as protein movement operations, we have obtained some universality results of P
systems. We have also identified some decidable sub-classes of P systems by restricting
the use of the protein movement rules.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Membrane computing [14,15] is a biologically inspired computational paradigm introduced by Gheorghe Păun. The
model is based on a hierarchical structure of nested membranes, inspired by the structure of living cells. Each region can
contain objects,modeling the presence ofmolecules, proteins etc in the compartments of living cells. Each region is governed
by a set of multiset processing rules, motivated by the chemical reactions that occur in the regions of living cells.
Membrane computing and brane calculi [4] start from the same reality, namely, the living cell, but they develop
in different directions and have different objectives. Membrane computing tries to abstract the computing power of
biologically inspired models in the Turing sense, whereas brane calculi work in the framework of process algebra. Various
operations on membranes appear in both areas. Quoting [5], the objectives of brane calculi and membrane computing are
different:While membrane computing is a branch of natural computing which tries to abstract computing models, in the Turing
sense, from the structure and functioning of the cell, making especially use of automata, languages and complexity theoretic tools,
brane calculi pay more attention to the fidelity of biological reality, have as primary target systems biology, and use, especially, the
framework of process algebra. Another difference is concerned with the semantics of the two formalisms: brane calculi are
equippedwith an interleaving, sequential semantics, (each computational step consists of execution of a single instruction),
the semantics in membrane computing originally are based on maximal parallelism (each computational step consists of a
maximal set of independent interactions). In membrane computing, membranes are supposed to be compartments of a cell,
and computation is carried out on the objects in these compartments. Brane calculi, on the other hand, puts emphasis on
the structure, properties and evolution of membranes. All these similarities and differences have evoked interest in bridging
the gap between the two areas. A first attempt to bring together brane calculi and membrane computing was made in [5].
Brane Calculi was introduced in [4] as a process calculi with dynamic nested membranes. In [4], some of the basic
operations used in membranes such as endocytosis, exocytosis, phagocytosis, pinocytosis, mate and drip were represented
in a process calculi framework, syntax and semantics were given for each of these and some structural congruences were
also studied. [1,2] have looked at the interactions of biological membranes from a brane calculi point of view. In [1,2], two
instances of brane calculi: (i) PEP (Phago/Exo/Pino) and (ii) MBD (Mate/Bud/Drip) were studied. The interaction primitives
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(Phago, Exo, Pino, Mate, Bud and Drip) were inspired from operations governingmembranes. The expressiveness of PEP and
MBD were studied, and it was observed that PEP is more expressive than MBD (Turing universality for PEP, decidability of
MBD). A deterministic encoding of RAMs in PEP was investigated and it was shown that the universal as well as existential
termination problems for PEP were undecidable. It was further shown that in the case of MBD, universal termination is
decidable. The problem of existential termination of MBD was taken up in [2], by providing a non-deterministic encoding
of RAMs in MBD, and thereby showing the undecidability of existential termination for MBD. It was further observed in [2]
that, the computational power of MBDs is increased by incorporating the maximal parallelism semantics of membrane
computing. By exploiting the maximal progress, a deterministic encoding of RAMs in MBD was given, obtaining the
undecidability of both existential and universal termination forMBDwithmaximal parallelism. This also agreeswith known
results comparing the computing power of sequential vs. parallel semantics in several variants of P systems.
1.1. Motivation and related work
The cell is a fundamental unit of all living organisms. The many different parts of a cell are delimited by membranes.
One of the most important components of a cell is the plasma membrane, which delimits the cell from the external
environment. Eachmembrane in a cell has, among others, two fundamental functions: they serve as separators and channels
of communication. All the internal membranes have in principle the same structure as the plasma membrane. The currently
acceptedmodel for the structure of the plasmamembrane is the fluidmosaicmodel [17]. According to thismodel, amembrane
is a phospholipid bilayer inwhich proteinmolecules (aswell asmolecules such as cholesterol, steroids and others) are totally
or partially embedded.
Trans-membrane transport: The membranes in a cell are only partially permeable. The trans-membrane transfer of
molecules takes place in 3 main ways: (i)by passive transport, (ii) by active transport and, (iii) by vesicle mediated transport.
Passive transport is done by diffusion towards a region of lower concentration,while active transportuses energy (provided by
ATPmolecules) in passingmolecules throughmembranes. Themost important activemembrane transfer is done by proteins
embedded on the membranes. There are two main types of proteins involved in trans-membrane transport, some of which
just select moving objects by their size (they are called protein channels), and others called carrier proteins, which interact
with specific molecules and assist them (and possiblymodify them and/or getmodified themselves) to cross themembrane.
Protein channels are selective: certain molecules can pass while certain others cannot pass through these channels. In
some cases, the macromolecules to be transported are very large, they are transported by the formation of vesicles in
membranes. In the following, we describe some operations involved in vesicle mediated transport. As the name suggests,
vesicles (membranes) are used for the transport of objects between membranes and evolution of embedded proteins.
• Endocytosis, Pinocytosis: Pinocytosis results in the formation of an intracellular vesicle by virtue of the invagination of a
membrane andmembrane fusion. In the case of endocytosis, any substance that is foundwithin the area of invagination is
brought into the cell. In both endocytosis and pinocytosis, some of the proteins embedded on the invaginatedmembrane
can be modified, and the resultant is distributed randomly between the vesicle formed and the membrane.
This is represented by the operations pinoi, pinoe, endoi and endoe in Section 3.1. pinoi, endoi represent the case when
themodified proteins become part of the vesicle, and pinoe, endoe for the case when themodified proteins remain on the
original membrane.
• Exocytosis: In exocytosis, vesicles inside amembrane approach themembrane, fuse with themembrane, and dump their
contents outside of the membrane. This process is called exocytosis and it is the mechanism by which cells can secrete
molecules such as proteins.
This is represented by exoi and exoe (Section 3.1). Here, exoi stands for the casewhen proteins embedded on the vesicle
get modified, and exoe for the case when the proteins embedded on the membrane are modified. The remaining proteins
on the vesicle merge with those of the membrane after the operation.
The passage of molecules across membranes using carrier proteins has been represented using the operation mevol
in Section 3.1. These operations facilitate carrying molecules across membranes by creation/disruption of vesicles.
• Wrap: This is just a vesicle formation around a substance in the membrane.
• Bud: A vesicle is formed on the outside a membrane by pinching off a part of the membrane. Some of the proteins
embedded on the membrane can be modified in the process, and the remaining ones (unmodified) are randomly
distributed among the membrane and the vesicle.
The operations bud1 and bud2 (given in Section 3.1) represent cases where the modified proteins remain part of the
membrane and the vesicle respectively.
• Mate: This is the fusion of two membranes (vesicles). Some of the proteins embedded on one of the membranes can be
modified in the process.
The operationmate given in Section 3.1 represents this.
Besides the trans-membrane transport, an important function of proteins is the recognition and binding activity (certain
proteins recognize certainmolecules or catch themand keep thembound to themembrane. this is represented by attach and
detach in Section 3.2). The operations move-in and move-out (Section 3.2) represent communication via protein channels.
In this paper, we model the above mentioned different operations of vesicle mediated transport, as well as
communication using protein channels/carrier proteins. In the following, we review some of the relevant work in this area.
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Fig. 1. Representation of some brane calculi operations.
The papers [13,5,6,11,12], have looked at the connection between membrane computing and brane calculi.
(1) [5] is one of the earliest papers which tried to bridge the gap between the two areas. The operations of mate and drip
have been modeled and studied here. There are no free objects in any of the membranes, and no protein-movement
rules. Objects were embedded on the sides of the membrane.
(2) [12] follows the line of work initiated in [5], and models several operations (endo, exo, mate, drip, bud, mate, pino,
phago), and investigates the computational power of some combinations of operations. A new operation called selective
matewas also introduced.
(3) In [11], two operations called endocytosis and exocytosis have been studied. The semantics of these operations in [11]
is very different from the semantics in [5,12]. No embedded objects are considered, and all the objects are free in
the membrane. The operations called endocytosis and exocytosis have been modeled by allowing the movement of
elementary membranes across membranes.
(4) [13] models communication by allowing objects from either side of a membrane to cross and evolve, using a protein
(this protein is more like a catalyst). Here again, as in [11], there are no embedded objects. All objects are free, and there
are some special kinds of objects, which enable the communication.
(5) [6] is the most recent in this list: here, objects can be embedded on the sides of membranes as in [5,12], or they can be
free in the membrane, as in [11]. The operations pino, drip of vesicle mediated transport as well as some kinds of active,
passive transport have been modeled here.
To summarize, [5,12] model vesicle mediated transport in the absence of free objects in the membranes while [6] models
the operations (pino, drip) of vesicle mediated transport as well as some aspects of active, passive transport. [11] studies
two operations which allow the mobility of membranes across membranes; the membranes themselves are not modified
here as opposed to the reality in vesicle mediated transport, and finally, [13] models the communication of objects in a
controlled way by using certain special objects which regulate the flow and evolution of objects across membranes. Thus,
[11,13] model the communication of free objects in a membrane in ways not directly related to vesicle-mediated transport,
active or passive transport, while [5,12,6] attempt modeling aspects of actual trans-membrane transport.
This paper tries to model several aspects of trans membrane transport, by incorporating vesicle mediated transport
operations, as well as active and passive transport operations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first instance of
a comprehensive study modeling passive/active transport, as well as the various operations involved in vesicle mediated
transport.
For more details on different modes of transport, and the cell, refer [3]. Fig. 1 gives a pictorial representation of the
operations we use in this paper.
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2. Prerequisites
We refer to [10,16] for all notions of formal language theory. Details of matrix grammars can be found in [7,8].
For an alphabet V , we denote by V ∗ the set of all strings over V ; λ or  denotes the empty string. V ∗ is a monoid with λ,
the empty string as its unit element. The length of a string x ∈ V ∗ is denoted by |x|.
Left quotient of a language: The left quotient of L ⊆ T ∗ with respect to a symbol a is defined as ∂ la(L) = {w ∈ T ∗ | aw ∈ L}.
Restricted homomorphisms: Let L be a language over V ∪{c} such that c /∈ V and L ⊆ (V {λ, c, c2, . . . , ck−1})∗ for some k ≥ 1.
Define a homomorphism h of V ∪ {c} by h(c) = λ, h(a) = a, for a ∈ V . Then h is called a k-restricted homomorphism on L.
Parikh map: For V = {a1, . . . , an}, the Parikh mapping associated with V is ψV : V ∗ → Nn defined by ψV (x) =
(|x|a1 , . . . , |x|an), for all x ∈ V ∗. For a language L, the Parikh set of L, ψV (L) = {ψV (x) | x ∈ L} is the set of all Parikh
vectors of all words x ∈ L. For a family FL of languages, we denote by PsFL the family of Parikh sets of vectors associated with
languages in FL.
Multisets: A multiset over an alphabet V = {a1, . . . , an} is a mappingm : V → N. We can represent a multisetm over V as
any string w ∈ V ∗ such that |w|ai = m(ai), 1 ≤ i ≤ n. That is, ψV (w) = (m(a1), . . . ,m(an)). Thus, if a string w represents
a multiset m, then all permutations of w represent it. The empty multiset is represented by λ. Operations on multisets are
defined in this way as operations on strings.
2.1. Matrix grammars
In all our proofs for universality,we characterize recursively enumerable languages bymatrix grammarswith appearance
checking. Such a grammar is a construct G = (N, T , S,M, F), where N, T are disjoint alphabets, S ∈ N, M is a finite set of
sequences of the form (A1 → x1, . . . , An → xn), n ≥ 1, of context-free rules over N ∪ T (with Ai ∈ N, xi ∈ (N ∪ T )∗, in all
cases), and F is a set of occurrences of rules inM (we say that N is the nonterminal alphabet, T is the terminal alphabet, S is
the axiom, while the elements ofM are called matrices).
For w, z ∈ (N ∪ T )∗, we write w ⇒ z if there is a matrix (A1 → x1, . . . , An → xn) in M and the strings
wi ∈ (N ∪ T )∗, 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1, such that w = w1, z = wn+1, and, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, either wi = w′iAiw′′i , wi+1 = w′ixiw′′i ,
for some w′i, w
′′
i ∈ (N ∪ T )∗, or wi = wi+1, Ai does not appear in wi, and the rule Ai → xi appears in F . The rules of a
matrix are applied in order, possibly skipping the rules in F if they cannot be applied; we say that these rules are applied
in the appearance checking mode. If F 6= ∅, then the grammar is said to be without appearance checking (and F is no longer
mentioned).
We denote by⇒∗ the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation ⇒. The language generated by G is defined by
L(G) = {w ∈ T ∗ | S ⇒∗ w}. The family of languages of this form is denoted byMAT λac . Whenwe use only grammars without
λ-rules, then the obtained family is denoted by MATac . If no appearance checking is used as well, then the resultant family
is denotedMAT . It is known thatMAT λac = RE whileMATac ⊂ CS.
As an example of a matrix grammar with appearance checking, consider the grammar G = ({X, Y , Z,U, A}, {a}, X,M)
whereM consists of the matrices
[Y → U, A→ U, X → ZZ], [X → U, Z → Y ], [Z → U, Y → X],
[Y → U, Z → U, X → A], [X → U, A→ a].
Define the set F = {X → U, Y → U, Z → U, A→ U}. Then, it can be seen that L(G) = {a2n | n ≥ 0}.
We shall briefly look at matrix grammars in the strong binary normal form. Such a grammar is a construct G =
(N, T , S,M, F), whereN = N1∪N2∪{S,#}, with these three setsmutually disjoint, twodistinguished symbolsB(1), B(2) ∈ N2,
and the matrices inM of one of the following forms:
(1) (S → XA), with X ∈ N1, A ∈ N2,
(2) (X → Y , A→ x), with X, Y ∈ N1, A ∈ N2, x ∈ (N2 ∪ T )∗, |x| ≤ 2,
(3) (X → Y , B(j) → #), with X, Y ∈ N1, j = 1, 2,
(4) (X → λ, A→ x),with X ∈ N1, A ∈ N2, x ∈ T ∗, |x| ≤ 2.
Moreover, there is only one matrix of type 1 and F consists of all the rules B(j) → #, j = 1, 2, appearing in matrices of type
3; # is a trap-symbol, once introduced it is never removed. (Clearly, a matrix of type 4 is used only once, in the last step of a
derivation.)
In [9] it is proved that each recursively enumerable language can be generated by a matrix grammar in the strong binary
normal form.
2.2. Random context matrix grammars
For proving our decidability results, we use random context matrix grammars. A random context matrix grammar is a
constructG = (N, T ,M, S, F)whereN, T , S are as in a usualmatrix grammar andM is a finite set of triples ((A1 → x1, A2 →
x2, . . . , An → xn),Q , R)where Ai → xi are context-free rules, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Q , R ⊆ N , Q ∩ R = ∅. A matrix can be applied to a
string x = x1X1x2X2 . . . Xlxl+1 in order to effectively rewrite the symbols X1, . . . , Xl only if x1, . . . xl+1 contains all symbols of
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Q and no symbols of R. We denote by RCM(M, β,max(α, γ )) the family of languages generated by random context matrix
grammars G = (N, T , S,M, F) with rules of type β , β ∈ {CF , CF − λ}, with arbitrary F if γ = ac , or with empty F if γ is
empty, with arbitrary R in ((r1, . . . , rn),Q , R) ∈ M if α = ac and with empty α if no forbidding contexts are involved. max
(α, γ ) = ac if at least one of α, γ is ac. Thus, if no appearance checking is used, and if no forbidding contexts are used, we
have the family RCM(M, β,∅). It is known [7] that RCM(M, CF − λ,∅) = MAT , and RCM(M, CF − λ, ac) = MATac ⊂ CS.
It is known [7] that the family MATac is closed under left quotient with symbols, as well as restricted homomorphisms.
We use these results in Theorems 4.3, 4.7 and 4.9.
3. Membrane systems with peripheral proteins, transport and evolution
We refer to [15,18] for details on membrane computing, we shall describe only the system of interest here.
3.1. Protein-membrane rules: Pino/exo/mate/wrap/endo/bud as membrane computing operations
Let V be a finite alphabet. Define a languageMS over the set
{[ , ] v, w | w, v ∈ V ∗}
whose strings are recurrently defined as follows:
(1) Forw, v ∈ V ∗, [w]v ∈ MS;
(2) If µ1, . . . , µn ∈ MS, n ≥ 1, then [µ1 . . . µnw]v ∈ MS;
(3) nothing else is inMS.
Eachmatching pair of parentheses [, ] appearing in the elements ofMS is called amembrane. For amembrane [w]v ∈ MS,w is
called the contents of themembrane, and v is themarking of themembrane. Similarly, for amembrane [µ1 . . . µnw]v ∈ MS,
(with µi ∈ MS, w ∈ V ∗) µ1 . . . µnw is called the contents and v, the marking. For [µ1 . . . µnw]v ∈ MS, we say that [ ] v
containsw′ and µi where µi ∈ MS, 1 ≤ i ≤ n andw′ ∈ V ∗ is such that |w′|a ≤ |w|a, ∀a ∈ V .
Consider now the following relation over the elements ofMS: x ∼ y if and only if, we canwrite the two strings in the form
x = [µ1µ2µ3µ4] v, y = [µ1µ3µ2µ4] v, for [µ1µ4] v ∈ MS andµ2, µ3 ∈ MS (two pairs of parentheses which are neighbors
at the same level are interchanged, together with their contents). We also denote by∼ the reflexive and transitive closure
of the relation∼. This is clearly an equivalence relation. We denote byMS the set of equivalence classes ofMS with respect
to this relation. The elements ofMS are calledmembrane structures. For example, x ∼ y for x = [ [ [w1] v1 ] v2 [w3] v3w] v and
y = [ [w3] v3 [ [w1] v1 ] v2w] v .
The number of membranes in a membrane structure µ is called the degree of µ and is denoted by deg(µ). The external
membrane of a membrane structureµ is called the skinmembrane ofµ. A membrane which appears inµ ∈ MS of the form
[w]v (no other membrane appears inside the two parentheses) is called an elementary membrane. if w = λ, we represent
the membrane as [ ] v . if v = λ, then the membrane is represented as [w] . It is possible that bothw, v = λ, in which case,
the membrane is represented simply by [ ] .
Taking an alphabet V , wewrite the six operations considered in this paper below. Recall thatwewill be treatingmultisets
over V as strings over V . In the following, we assume that u, v ∈ V ∗, x ∈ V+, a, b ∈ V and P,Q ∈ MS ∪ V ∗.
1. pinoi : [ P]uav → [ [ ]uxP ] v
2. exoi : [ [ P]ua Q ] v → P[ Q ]uxv
3. pinoe : [ P]uav → [ [ ] vP ]ux
4. exoe : [ [ P]uQ ] av → P[ Q ]uxv
5.mate : [ P]ua [ Q ] v → [ PQ ]uxv
6. bud1 : [ [ P] b]uav → [ [ P] b ]ux [ ] v
7. bud2 : [ [ P] b]uav → [ [ P] b] v [ ]ux,
8. endoi : [ ]uavP → [ [ P]ux ] v,
9. endoe : [ ]uavP → [ [ P] v ]ux,
10. wrap : [ P] v → [ [ P] ] v,
11.mevol : [ P]uav → [ ]uxvP.
(1) The pino rules 1,3 are such that for a membrane [ ]uavw containing P ∈ MS ∪ V ∗, a vesicle is formed in the presence of
P . The difference between pinoi, pinoe is that in the first case, a evolves into x and uxmarks the newmembrane formed,
whereas in the second case, uxmarks the outer membrane. The symbols constituting the markingw which are not part
of the rule are distributed between the two membranes randomly.
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(2) The exo rules 2, 4 are as follows: For a membrane [ ] vw([ ] avw) containing Q ∈ MS ∪ V ∗ and [ P]uaw′([ P]uw′ ), with
P ∈ MS ∪ V ∗ being the contents of [ ]uaw′([ ]uw′ ), P is expelled outside. In the case of exoi, the multiset uamarking the
inner membrane evolves into ux, while in exoe, the marking av of the outer membrane evolves into xv. The markingsw
andw′ which are not involved in the rule do not evolve, and the outer membrane is marked with uxvww′.
(3) In the mate rule 5, two membranes containing P,Q ∈ MS ∪ V ∗ merge. The contents of both membranes are merged,
and the marking ua evolves into ux. The new membrane is marked with uxv. If the original membranes were marked
uaw and vw′, then, the unique resultant membrane is marked uxvww′.
(4) The bud rules 6,7 are as follows: A membrane [ ]uavw containing [ P] b ‘‘buds’’ into two new membranes, with one of
them containing [ P] b. The contents of [ ]uavw other than [ P] b are distributed between the twomembranes formed. The
marking uavw evolves into uxvw and is distributed as uxw1 and vw2 randomly between the newmembranes such that
|w|a = |w1|a + |w2|a, for all a ∈ V . Note that the two versions of bud indicate the choice of where the protein x can be
placed: either as part of the ‘wrap around’ membrane or as part of the other one.
(5) Rules 8,9 are endo rules: A membrane marked uavw ‘‘captures’’ P ∈ MS ∪ V ∗ lying in its vicinity (outside it), brings it
inside, and creates a new membrane (vesicle) around it. In the process, the marking uavw evolves into uxvw, of which
uxw1marks one of themembranes, while vw2marks the other one. Here also,w1, w2 are such that |w|a = |w1|a+|w2|a,
for all a ∈ V .
(6) Rule 10 is a wrap rule. A membrane marked with v containing P ∈ MS ∪ V ∗ creates a vesicle surrounding P . The newly
formed membrane is not marked with anything.
(7) Rule 11 is a ‘‘move and evolve’’ rule. A membrane marked with uavw having contents P pushes out its entire contents,
while the marking evolves into uxvw.
Rules 1–11 are applied keeping in mind the following:
(a) In each rule, multisets of proteins are transferred from themembranes on the left-hand side tomembranes on the right-
hand side as indicated in the rules, with protein a evolving into the multiset x. Note that the multisets u, v, b and the
protein amarking the left-hand side membranes correspond to the multisets u, v, b and x in the right hand sides.
(b) A rule r is applied to a membrane if it is marked by the multiset uav such that the left-hand side of r involves uav.
(c) All proteins marking a membrane which do not form part of a rule are unaffected by the rule. In the case of pino, endo,
and bud, these unaffected marking proteins are randomly distributed between the two resulting membranes. In the
case of bud, the contents of the membrane containing b is unaffected, the contents of the membrane marked by uav is
distributed between the two membranes marked by ux and v.
(d) Mate and exo always have a unique resultant membrane, merging the contents of two membranes.
(e) The above rules are called non-cooperative if |uv| = 0.
3.2. Protein movement rules
In this subsection, we introduce the protein-movement rules, which transport the proteins between membranes. The
basic operations are (i) move operations, by which proteins pass in and out of membranes, and (ii) attach and detach
operations, by which proteins attach to and detach from membranes. For a ∈ V , u ∈ V ∗,
(1) move-in: a[ ]u → [ a]u,
(2) move-out: [ a]u → [ ]ua,
(3) attach: [ ]ua→ [ ]ua or [ a]u → [ ] au,
(4) detach: [ ]ua → [ ]ua, [ ]ua → [ a]u,[ ] au→ [ ] ua, [ u] a → [ ua]
The above rules are collectively referred to as prot . If |u| = 1 then, these rules are called non-cooperative and will be
denoted as (ncoo)prot .
3.3. The system
Now we shall define membrane systems having membranes marked with multisets of proteins, and using protein-
movement rules and protein-membrane rules. Formally, a P system with marked membranes, protein-movement rules,
and protein-membrane rules is a constructΠ = (V , µ, R)where
• V is a basic finite alphabet of proteins;
• µ is a membrane structure withm ≥ 1 membranes, specifying the contents w1, . . . , wm (multisets of proteins in them
membranes), and u1, . . . , um, the multisets of proteins marking themmembranes at the beginning of the computation;• R is a finite set of pino/exo/wrap/mate/endo/bud rules as well as protein movement rules of the forms specified above,
with the proteins from the alphabet V .
The following notions are important while applying rules:
• The membrane(s) in the left-hand side of a rule are said to be ‘‘involved’’, and the membranes on the right hand side are
‘‘produced’’.
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• The protein a specified in the left-hand side of a rule is said to be consumed and is replaced by x (uav is replaced with
uxv). If a membrane is marked with wuav, then the proteins w which are not part of the rule will remain unchanged
after application of the rule.
• In case of exo, all proteins marking both membranes are inherited by the newmembrane. For mate, the contents as well
as the marking proteins from both the membranes are inherited by the new membrane. In the case of pino, endo and
bud (as described in the previous section), the proteins marking the membrane which are not involved in the rule are
non-deterministically distributed to the new membranes.
3.4. Evolution of the system
The evolution of the system is through transitions among configurations, based on non-deterministic maximal parallel
use of rules. A configuration consists of the membrane structure, the contents of all membranes, as well as all multisets
marking the membranes. The initial configuration is given by the initial membrane structure, the contentsw1, . . . , wm and
the markings u1, . . . , um of the mmembranes. In each step, a membrane may be involved in either (i) at most one protein
membrane rule, (a single rule 1–11), or (ii) several protein movement rules, chosen in a non-deterministic maximal parallel
manner (after choosing some rules to apply, no further rule can be applied to the membranes not involved in the chosen
rules). A membrane remains unchanged if it is not involved in any rule. For example, consider a membrane [ abc] efg and
rules r1 : [ a] efg → [[ ] edda] g , r2 : [ b] e → [ ] be, r3 : [ c] f → [ ] f c , r4 : [ a] e → [ ae] . Then, either r1 alone is applicable, or
r2 and r3 or r3 and r4 are applicable.
Note that evolution is parallel at the level of membranes as well as in the usage of the protein movement rules on
each membrane, but sequential at the level of protein membrane rules: each object can be used by at most one rule,
a membrane can be used either by a single protein-membrane rule, or by several protein-movement rules in a non-
deterministic maximally parallel manner. In case a protein-membrane rule as well as several protein-movement rules are
applicable to a membrane, a non-deterministic choice is made.
A sequence of transitions forms a computation. A computation which starts from the initial configuration is successful
if it halts, i.e, reaches a configuration wherein no rule can be applied. Suppose the skin membrane has k membranes just
below it in a halting configuration. Let m1, . . .mk be the multisets marking these k membranes, and let the alphabet V be
{a1, . . . , an}. Then the result of a successful computation is given by the set of all parikh vectors ψV (w),w ∈ V ∗ such that
ψV (w) = (m(a1), . . . ,m(an)) where m(ai) = ∑kj=1mj(ai), 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The set of all such Parikh vectors of proteins is
denoted by Ps(Π) and is said to be computed byΠ .
In what follows, we shall investigate the power of P systems usingmevol, pino, exo, endo, bud, mate andwrap operations
along with the protein movement operations. The family of all sets of Parikh vectors Ps(Π) computed by P systems Π
starting with mmembranes and using at any moment during a halting computation at most nmembranes, and any of the
rules r1 ∈ {endo, mate, exo, bud, pino, wrap, mevol} and proteinmovement operations prot is denoted by PsPP(m,n)(r1, prot). If
more than one kind of rules are used, they are all listed.When the parametersm, n are not bounded, we replace it with a *. In
case the rules r1 or prot are non-cooperative, we indicate them by PsPP(m,n)((ncoo)r1, prot) or PsPP(m,n)(r1, (ncoo)prot). If we
do not use all of prot , but only themove rules or the attach/detach rules, then it is indicated bywritingmove or attach/detach
in place of prot .
Let us look at an example before going ahead. Consider the systemΠ = ({a, b, c, d}, [ [ b] abb[ b] ac[ ab] ccc] , R) where
R consists of the following rules:
1. [ b] a → [ ] ab,
2. [ ] bbc → [ [ c] b] cc,
3. [ b] ac → [ ] bac,
4. [ b] c → [ bc] ,
5. [ ] cc → [ ] cc,
6. [ ] bc → [ ] bc.
Rule 2 is an endoe rule; rule 1 is a move-out; rule 3 is an attach rule and rules 4, 5 and 6 are detach rules. The following
are the different possibilities that can happen at the end of one step. [ [ b] abb [ b] ac [ ab] c cc ] can transform into one of
the following:
(1) [ [ [ c] ab b ] cc [ ] bac [ abc] c ] . Here, the endo rule is applied on the membrane marked abb, the attach rule is used on
the membrane marked ac , and the detach rule is used on the membrane marked c. Note that the symbols b, b are only
involved in the endo rule. The symbol a which is not involved in the endo rule has chosen to be a part of the internal
membrane.
(2) [ [ [ c] b b ] acc [ ] bac [ abc] c ] . The rules used here are same as above. The only difference is that the symbol awhich
was not part of the endo rule is nowmarking the external membrane. This shows that the symbols not part of the endo
rule are distributed randomly between the resultant membranes.
(3) [ [ ] a b [ bc] a [ abc] bbcc ] . Here, no endo rule is used. Instead, the membrane marked abb uses rules 1, by which b
moves out using the a, while the two b’s are detached by rule 6. The membranes marked ac and c use the detach rule 4.
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(4) [ [ ] abb b [ ] a b [ ab] cccc ] . Here, the membranemarked abb uses rule 1, and in parallel, the two c ’s marking the other
twomembranes detach. The b comes out of the secondmembrane using rule 1. Note here that the first membrane could
not detach its two b’s as in the earlier case since the two free c ’s were used by the other two membranes.
The computations follow in the next step from each of the above cases until a halting configuration is reached. For
example, if we look at (1), one possibility to halt is as follows:
[ [ [ c] ab b ] cc [ ] bac [ abc] c ] −→ [ [ [ c] ab bc ] [ ] bac [ abc] cc ]↓
[ [ [ c] a bbc ] [ ] a [ abc] cccb ]
The membrane(s) just below the skin membrane are marked by a single a. Then (1, 0, 0, 0) ∈ Ps(Π) (with the ordering
a1 = a, a2 = b, a3 = c and a4 = d).
4. Expressive power
In this section, we explore the power of P systems with prot operations as well as mevol, wrap and exo, endo, bud, mate
and pino.
In all the universality proofs we consider a matrix grammar G = (N, T , S,M, F) in the strong binary normal form (hence
with N = N1 ∪ N2 ∪ {S,#}), having n1 matrices of types 2, 4 (that is, not used in the appearance checking mode), and
n2 matrices of type 3 (with appearance checking rules). Assume that type-2/type-4 matrices are numbered from 1, . . . , n1
while type-3 matrices are numbered from n1 + 1, . . . , n1 + n2. Let B(1) and B(2) be the two objects in N2 for which we have
rules B(j) → # inmatrices ofM . We replace type-4matrices (X → λ, A→ x) by (X → H, A→ x)whereH is a new symbol.
Without loss of generality, we assume that a type-2 or type-4 matrix is the first one to be simulated after the type-1 matrix
(S → XA).
The matrices of the form (X → Y , B(j) → #) are labeled by m′i , with i ∈ labj, for j ∈ {1, 2}, and type-2,type-4 matrices
are labeled bymi such that lab1, lab2 and lab0 = {1, 2, . . . , n1} are mutually disjoint sets.
Theorem 4.1. PsPP(3,3)(mevol, prot) = PsRE.
Proof. We only prove the inclusion PsRE ⊆ PsPP(3,3)(mevol, prot) and infer the other way from the Church–Turing thesis.
As mentioned above, consider a matrix grammar G = (N, T , S,M, F) in the strong binary normal form.
We construct the P system Π = (V , [ [X]αA[ ]χψ] , R) with the alphabet V = {X j | X ∈ N1, n1 + 1 ≤ j ≤
n1 + n2} ∪ N1 ∪ N2 ∪ T ∪ {α, δ, χ, ψ, p}. In the initial configuration, we have the membrane [ X]αA where X, A correspond
to the initial matrix (S → XA). The rules R are as given below:
(1) Simulation of a type-2 matrixmi : (X → Y , A→ x)
1. [X]αA → [ ]αxYX,
if ∃ a type-2 or type-4 matrix (Y → Z, B→ y),
[X]αA → [ ]αxY kδX,
if ∃ a type-3 matrixm′k : (Y → Z, B(j) → #),
2. [ ]αY → [ Y ]α, [ ]αY k → [ Y k]α.
To simulate a type-2 matrix, rule 1 is used. By this, X ∈ N1 is pushed out of the membrane while the corresponding
symbol A ∈ N2 marking the membrane evolves into xY if Y ∈ N1 corresponds to some type-2 matrix. If the Y ∈ N1
corresponds to a type-3 matrix, then the A ∈ N2 evolves into xY kδ. In case Y ∈ N1 is part of a type-2 as well as a type-3
matrix, then non-deterministically, either of the above happens. The marking A ∈ N2 is replaced with x, and we are
ready for the next simulation.
(2) Simulation of a type-3 matrixm′i : (X → Z, B(j) → #)
3. [X i]αB(j) → [ ]α#X i, [ ] δψ → [ ] δψ,
4. [ ]#ψ → [ ]#ψ , [ ]#ψ → [ ]#ψ,
5. [ ]χδ→ [ ]χδ, 6. [ ] δχ → [χ ] δ,
7. [χ ] δ → [ ]χχ, 8. [ ]αχ → [ ]αχ ,
9. [ X i]χ → [ ] ZX i,
if ∃ a type-2 or type-4 matrix (Z → W , C → y),
[ X i]χ → [ ] Z lδX i,
if ∃ a type-3 matrixm′l : (Z → W , B(i) → #).
To simulate a type-3 matrix, we begin with rule 3. One of the two rules there can be used. If B(j) is present, then the first
one can be used directly leading to an infinite computation (due to rule 4). Suppose we start with the δ detach rule. This
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δ then attaches to χ , then χ detaches, and an mevol rule is performed, by which χ moves out and δ is replaced by χ .
The χ which has been freed attaches to α. If the X i is still present, (which means B(j) is absent), then the mevol rule 9 is
used, to obtain Z (or Z l).
(3) Simulation of a type-4 matrixmi : (X → H, A→ x), x ∈ T ∗ and halting This is similar to the simulation of a type-2
matrix. The only thing that remains is to ensure that there are no more A ∈ N2 remaining. The symbols α, χ must
be removed so that the proteins marking the membranes inside the skin membrane constitute the output. This is done
by the rules
10. [ X]αA → [ ]αxHhX, 11. [ ]Hh → [ ]Hh,
12. [ ]HA → [ A]H , A ∈ N2, 13. [ A]H → [ ]#A, A ∈ N2,
14. [ ]χh→ [ h]χ , 15. [ h]χ → [ ] ph,
16. [ ] ph→ [ ] ph, 17. [ ] cph→ [ ] phc, c ∈ {H, α}.
The symbol h detaches from H , and enters the membrane marked χ ; H induces an infinite computation if an A ∈ N2 is
detected (using rules 12, 13, 4). An exo rule replaces χ by p. ph then detaches the symbols H, α. If the system indeed halts,
then symbols marking the membranes inside the skin belong to L(G). Hence, PsL(G) ⊆ Ps(Π). 
It is known [4] that in the interleaving semantics, the wrap and exo operations simulate themevol operation. Here, we show
that the same result holds good in the maximal parallel mode as well.
Theorem 4.2. PsPP(3,5)(wrap, exoe, prot) = PsRE.
Proof. Consider a matrix grammar G = (N, T , S,M, F) in the strong binary normal form. Without loss of generality, we
assume that none of the matrices contains rules of the form X → X with X ∈ N1.
We construct the P system Π = (V , [ [Xβ]ηAγ [ δ′] κ t]α, R) with the alphabet V = N1 ∪ N2 ∪ {YZ , δYZ , δYZ | Y , Z ∈
N1} ∪ {δ′, κ, η, γ , β, α, t}. In the initial configuration, we have the membrane [ Xβ]A where X, A correspond to the initial
matrix (S → XA). The rules R are as given below:
0.[ t]α → [ ] tα, [ ] tα → [ t]α.
(1) Simulation ofmi : (X → Y , A→ x)
1. [X]A → [ [X] ]A,
2. [ [X] ]A → [ ] YxX,
if ∃ a type-2 or type-4 matrix (Y → Y ′, B→ w),
[ [X] ]A → [ ] YZ xδYZ X,
if ∃ a type-3 matrix (Y → Z, B(j) → #),
3. [ ]ηY → [ Y ]η, [X]α → [ ]αX .
The simulation of a type-2 or type-4 matrix is done as follows: The symbol X ∈ N1 is wrapped by rule 1 in the presence
of the marking A ∈ N2. This is followed by the exo rule 2 which expels X out of the membrane, while the marking A
evolves into Yx in the case Y corresponds to a type-2 or type-4 matrix and to YZxδYZ if Y corresponds to a type-3 matrix
(Y → Z, B(j) → #). The symbol Y is detached and gets ready for the next simulation, while the symbol X ∈ N1 that was
expelled out attaches to the marking α of the skin membrane.
(2) Simulation of a type-3 matrixm′i : (Y → Z, B(j) → #)
4. [β] YZ B(j) → [[β] ] YZ B(j) , 5. [ ] δYZ γ → [ ] δYZ γ .
Continuing from the above, we have the symbols YZ , δYZ marking the membrane. The above two operations happen in
some order: (i) If the symbol B(j) corresponding to Y ∈ N1 is present, then β is wrapped in the presence of the marking
symbols YZ , B(j). The marking δYZ gets detached.
6. [ [β] ] YZ B(j) → [ ]#B(j)β, 7. [ ]#γ → [ ]#γ , [ ]#γ → [ ]#γ .
YZ is replaced by # andβ is expelled by the exo rule 6, if B(j) is present. In this case, a non-halting computation is obtained
by rule 7.
8. [ ] κδYZ → [ ] κδYZ , 9. [ δ
′] κδYZ → [[ δ
′] ] κδYZ ,
10. [ [ δ′] ] κδYZ → [ ] κδYZ δ
′, 11. [ ] κδYZ δ
′ → [ ] κδYZ δ′ ,
12. [ ] κδYZ δ′ → [ δYZ ] κδ′ , 13. [ δYZ ] κ → [ ] κδYZ , 14. [ ] κδ′ → [ δ
′] κ .
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Meanwhile, the δYZ which got detached attaches to the membrane marked with κ . The symbol δ
′ inside this membrane
then getswrapped in the presence of themarking κδYZ . This is followed by an exo rule expelling δ
′ and replacing δYZ with
δYZ . δ
′ attaches to κδYZ , and then δYZ detaches from κδ
′. This is followed by δYZ moving out of themembranemarkedwith
κ , and δ′ taking its original position inside the membrane marked with κ . Note that if rule 14 is used before applying
rule 12, we will get a non-halting computation due to rules 0.
15. [ ] YZ δYZ → [ δYZ ] YZ , 16. [ δYZ ] YZ → [[ δYZ ] ] YZ ,
17. [ [ δYZ ] ] YZ → [ ] ZδYZ ,
if ∃ a type-2 or type-4 matrix (Z → Z ′, C → y),
[ [ δYZ ] ] YZ → [ ] ZW δZW δYZ ,
if ∃ a type-3 matrix (Z → W , B(j) → #),
18. [ δYZ ]α → [ ]αδYZ .
The δYZ which moved out, now enters the membrane marked with YZ . This means that B
(j) was absent. Then, δYZ is
wrapped in the presence of YZ , and further, expelled out by the exo rule 17. This replaces YZ with Z in case Z corresponds
to a type-2/4 matrix and with δZW ZW in case Z corresponds to a type-3 matrix (Z → W , B(j) → #). The δYZ which was
expelled by rule 17, is sent out of the system by rule 18. Note that if rule 18 was used before rule 15, we would have
obtained a never ending computation due to rule 0. Since we do not have any rules X → X , X ∈ N1, we never have any
symbols δXX . This rules out cases where rule 15 will be used before trying rule 4.
(3) Halting and simulation of (X → H, A→ x), x ∈ T ∗: Using rules 1-3, we obtain H attached to η as a marking. Next,
19. [ ]ηH → [ ]ηH,
20. [ ]AH → [ ]HA, A ∈ N2, [ ]A→ [ ]A, A ∈ N2,
21. [ ] cH → [ ] cH, c ∈ {κ, η}, [H]α → [Hα] .
H is detached from η by rule 19. If any A ∈ N2 remain, they are detached by H . However, in this case, a never-ending
computation is obtained by A attaching to any membrane and H detaching it. The symbols η, κ marking the membranes
inside the skin, and the symbol α marking the skin membrane, are detached. Clearly, in a halting configuration, the only
symbols marking a membrane inside the skin are those which mark the membrane containing β . These symbols are all the
terminals produced by applying the matrices ofM . 
Theorem 4.3. PsPP(m,m)((ncoo)mevol, (ncoo)move) ⊂ PsRE, for all systems Π having a star structure with m membranes,
m ≥ 1.
Proof. A membrane structure µ is said to have a star structure if looks like [ [ ] [ ] . . . [ ] ] . If µ has a star structure,
then its depth is 2.
Consider a P systemΠ = (V , µ, R)whereµ has a star structure [ [ w2]u2 [ w3]u3 . . . [ wm]um w1] withwi, uj ∈ V ∗.
For simplicity, we assume that the skin membrane is not marked by anything.
Implicitly, we can have a labeling of themembranes from 1 tom. Let us denote by ai the fact that a ∈ V marksmembrane
i, and by 〈b〉i the fact that b ∈ V is contained in membrane i. Let |wi| = ni. Define for 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
• Vi = {bi | b ∈ V }, 〈V 〉i = {〈b〉i | b ∈ V }, 〈V 〉i = {b | b ∈ 〈V 〉i},
• V i = {bi | b ∈ V }, V̂ 1 = {̂b1 | b ∈ V }, V̂i = {̂bi | b ∈ V }.
We use the shorthand notation 〈w〉i for a string over 〈V 〉i, with w ∈ V ∗. Let us denote by b[ ] ai → [ b] ai , [ b] ai → [ ] aib
rules in Π of the form b[ ] a → [ b] a and [ b] a → [ ] ab of membrane i. Similarly, we denote by [ P] ai → [ ] aiP or [ ] xiP a
rule [ P] a → [ ] aP or [ ] xP of membrane i.
Construct the random context matrix grammar with appearance checking, and λ-free rules G = (N, T ,M, S,∅) with
N = Vi ∪ 〈V 〉i ∪ V i ∪ V̂ 1 ∪ V̂i ∪ {S} ∪ {c}, for all i ≥ 1 and T = V .
1. ((S → u22 . . . umm〈w1〉1 . . . 〈wm〉mχ2),∅,∅).
Initialization: The start symbol S is replaced with the contents and the markings of all the membranes in the initial
configuration. A special symbol χi keeps track of the membrane i whose rules are being simulated. To begin with, we start
simulating the rules applicable to membrane 2.
For 2 ≤ i ≤ m,
2. ((χi → ζi, ai → xi),∅, V i), if there is an mevol rule [ P] ai → [ ] xiP,
((ζi → ζi, 〈b〉i → 〈b〉1),∅,∅), ((ζi → χi+1),∅, 〈V 〉i).
Simulation of mevol rules: Eachmembrane can be involved in either a singlemevol rule or any number ofmove rules. Rule 2
simulates anmevol rule of membrane i. χi is replaced by ζi, a symbol aimarkingmembrane i is replacedwith xi, provided no
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rules have been applied to membrane i before (The requirement that symbols of V i are absent is to enforce this). Since the
mevol rules throws out all the symbols inside, all symbols 〈b〉i are replaced with 〈b〉1. The suffix 1 indicates that the symbols
are now in membrane 1. When all symbols of 〈V 〉i have been replaced, ζi is replaced with χi+1. Note that the symbol ζi is
indicative of the fact that an mevol rule is being simulated on membrane i. This prevents simulation of any move rules of
membrane i.
For 2 ≤ i ≤ m,
3.((χi → χi, 〈b〉1 → 〈b〉i, ai → ai),∅,∅), if b[ ] ai → [ b] ai ,
((χi → χi, 〈b〉i → 〈b〉1, ai → ai),∅,∅), if [ b] ai → b[ ] ai ,
((χi → χi, 〈b〉1 → b̂1, ai → ai),∅,∅), if ∃ rules b[ ] aj → [ b] aj , j ≥ i,
((χi → χi, b̂1 → 〈b〉i, ai → ai),∅,∅), if b[ ] ai → [ b] ai ,
((χi → χi, ai → âi),∅, S),
where S = {〈b〉i, 〈c〉1 | ∃ rules c[ ] ai → [ c] ai , [ b] ai → b[ ] ai}),
((χi → χi+1),∅, Vi).
Simulation of move rules: Rule 3 simulates move rules of membrane i. A move-in rule is simulated by replacing a symbol
〈b〉1 with 〈b〉i and the marking ai by ai. Amove-out rule is simulated in a similar way. Since we are sequentially simulating a
set of parallel moves ofΠ , in the order 2, 3, . . .m of membranes, we cannot allow all applicablemove-in rules of membrane
i to happen during the ith step. For this, we use the 3rd rule in 3. This replaces some symbols 〈b〉1 of membrane 1 with b̂1,
postponing the moving in of these symbols to a later stage. The symbols which have thus been replaced can be moved into
a membrane j ≥ i if it is possible, as given by the fourth rule. Marking symbols ai which have not participated in any rule are
replaced with âi. χi is replaced with χi+1 only when all the marking symbols ai have been replaced with either ai or with âi.
4. ((χm+1 → κ),∅,∅).
After all the rules of all membranes are simulated, we replace χm+1 with κ . Note that at this point, there will be no symbols
of Vi in the string obtained. To continue simulation of the next set of rules, symbols from V i, V̂i, 〈V 〉i have to be replaced.
5. ((〈b〉i → 〈b〉i),∅, {ψ, χj, ζj, ψj | j ≥ 2}),
((ai → ai),∅, {ψ, χj, ζj, ψj | j ≥ 2}),
((̂ai → ai),∅, {ψ, χj, ζj, ψj | j ≥ 2} ∪ S ′),
where S ′ = {̂b1 | there exists a rule b[ ] ai → [ b] ai ,
((̂ai → ai, b̂1 → 〈b〉i),∅, {ψ, χj, ζj, ψj | j ≥ 0}), if b[ ] ai → [ b] ai .
The first two rules of 5 replace the symbols 〈b〉i, ai that have participated in the rules during the simulation round. Replacing
symbols âi which did not participate should be done only after ensuring that there are indeed no applicable rules to them.
The 3rd rule in 5 does this check, and replaces âi with ai only in the absence of any ‘‘reserved’’ symbols b̂1 which can move
into membrane i. The 4th rule allows such move-ins whenever possible. Note here that we are not replacing symbols âi in
any order, and hence, any membrane which postponed its move in the earlier step can evolve.
6. ((̂b1 → 〈b〉1),∅, V̂i), i ≥ 2,
((κ → χ2),∅, V i ∪ 〈V 〉i ∪ V̂ 1 ∪ V̂i), i ≥ 1,
After all the marking symbols ai, âi have been replaced, we replace the extra reserved symbols b̂1, if any. κ is replaced with
χ2 to start a fresh round of simulations after all symbols ai, âi, 〈b〉i have been replaced by rules 5, 6.
7. ((κ → ψ2),∅, V i ∪ 〈V 〉i ∪ V̂ 1 ∪ V̂i), i ≥ 1,
((ψi → ψi, ai → a),∅, {〈b〉i, 〈c〉1 | ∃ rules c[ ] ai → [ c] ai , [ b] ai → b[ ] ai ,
[ P] ai → P[ ] xi}),
((ψi → ψi+1),∅, Vi), 2 ≤ i ≤ m− 1
((ψm → ψ),∅, Vm),
((〈a〉i → c),∅), {ψj, κ, χj, ζj | j ≥ 2}), i ≥ 1
((ψ → c),∅, 〈V 〉i), i ≥ 1.
Instead of starting a fresh round of simulations, we can guess that a halting configuration has been obtained. κ is replaced
withψ2. We replace symbols aiwith a after checking that no rules are applicable to them. This check is done in the ascending
order until we reach ψm. ψm is replaced with ψ in the absence of symbols from Vm. At this point, we have replaced all the
markings ai with a in the current sentential form. We need to remove all symbols 〈b〉i to obtain a correct string in L(G).
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For this, we replace 〈b〉i with a special symbol c. At the end, we obtain a string wc l where l = Σmi=1ni + 1, w ∈ V ∗, and
ψV (w) ∈ Ps(Π).
Now, define a l+ 1 restricted morphism h on V ∪ {c} as h(c) = λ, h(a) = a, a ∈ V . Then, h(L(G)) = {w ∈ V ∗ | ψV (w) ∈
Ps(Π)}. Since random context matrix grammars are closed under restricted morphisms, we have h(L(G)) ∈ MATac ⊂ RE.
Thus, the random context matrix grammar G constructed fromΠ is such that Ps(h(L(G)) = Ps(Π) ⊂ PsRE. 
Note: The above proof will work even when the skin membrane is marked by some multiset u1. In this case, we will not
consider any mevol rules for the skin as this will throw out the entire contents of the skin. The only extra rules we have
to consider are some move-out rules with objects moving out of the skin membrane. This can be modeled by replacing the
symbols 〈a〉1 which move out of the skin with c.
Theorem 4.4. PsPP(4,∗)(endoe, prot) = PsRE.
Proof. We only prove the assertion PsRE ⊆ PsPP(4,∗)(endoe, prot), and infer the other inclusion from the Church–Turing
thesis. Consider a matrix grammar G in the strong binary normal form.
Construct a P systemΠ = (V , [ [ ]αXA[ ] κχβγ ζ [ ] t1t2k] , R)with alphabet V = {Y , Y ′, αY , δY | Y ∈ N1} ∪ {Y ′′i | ∃m′i :
(Y → Z, B(j) → #) ∈ M}∪N2∪T ∪{α, β, γ , δ, κ, χ, ζ , t1, t2}. Themembranemarked with proteins αX and the free object
A in the skin represent the symbols X, A of the initial matrix (S → XA). The rules R are as follows:
(1) Simulation ofmi : (X → Y , A→ x1x2), xi ∈ N2 ∪ T
1. [ ]αXA→ [ [ A]α ] xY ′αδ,
2. [ ] x1β → [ ]βx1, [ ] x2γ → [ ] γ x2, [ ] δζ → [ ] ζ δ,
3. [ ]αY ′δ→ [ [ δ]α ]αY ,
if ∃ a type-2 or type-4 matrix (Y → Z, B→ y),
[ ]αY ′δ→ [ [ δ]α ]αY ′′i δY ,
if ∃ a type-3 matrixm′i : (Y → Z, B(j) → #),
[ ] tia→ [ ] ati , a ∈ T , i ∈ {1, 2},
[ ] ab→ [ ] ab, a, b ∈ T .
To simulate a type-2 matrixmi, rule 1 is used first. The symbol A ∈ N2 is brought inside, and X evolves into αY ′xδ. Next,
the symbols x1, x2 of x are detached using symbols β, γ while δ is detached using ζ . Using the free δ in the skin, the endo
rule 3, replaces Y ′ by αY if Y corresponds to a type-2 or 4 matrix and with αY ′′i δY , otherwise. In parallel, the terminal
symbols attach to the membrane marked by t1t2.
For example, consider the type-2 matrix (X → Y , A→ Bc), X, Y ∈ N1, A, B ∈ N2 and c ∈ T , and let Y correspond to
another type-2 matrix (Y → Z, B→ HE). Then we have the following sequence of rules:
[ [ ]αX A [ ] κχ βγ ζ [ ] t1t2 k ] →1 [ [ [A]α]BcY ′αδ [ ] κχ βγ ζ [ ] t1t2 k ]
↓2
[ [ [A]α[ δ]α] Yα[ ] κχβBγ ζ [ ] ct1t2k] ←3 [ [ [A]α] Y ′α [ ] κχβBγ cζ δ[ ] t1t2k]
We can now continue with replacing Y , B. Note that the symbol A ∈ N2 which has been replaced is locked inside, and
will never be used again.
(2) Simulation ofm′i : (X → Y , B(j) → #)
4. [ ]αX ′′i B(j) → [ [ B(j)]α]#,
[ ] δX ζ → [ ] δXζ ,
5. [ ] κχδX → [ [ δX ] κ ] κχαX ,
6. [ ] κχαX → [ ] κχαX ,
7. [ ]αX ′′i αX → [ [ αX ]α]αY ,
if ∃ a type-2 or type-4 matrix (Y → Z, B→ y),
[ ]αX ′′i αX → [ [ αX ]α]αY ′′l δY ,
if ∃ a type-3 matrixm′l : (Y → Z, B(k) → #),
8. [ ]#k→ [ ]#k, [ ]#k → [ ]#k.
In this case we have X ′′i αδX marking the membrane instead of X ′. Now, one of the two rules in 4 happens first. If the B(j)
is present, then a non-halting computation is induced (rules 8). If we use the rule by which δX is detached, then in the
next step, the endo rule 5 is used. By this χ is replaced with κχαX . This αX then detaches, and by another endo rule, X ′′i
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(if it is still present) is replaced by αY or αY ′′l δY (depending on whether Y corresponds to a type-2 or type-3 matrix).
Note that a non-deterministic choice is possible if Y corresponds to both kinds of matrices.
Now, suppose we have a type-3 matrix m′l : (Y → Z, B(k) → #) such that Z is part of a type-2 or 4 matrix. Then, in
last step in the above sequence of moves, we should have obtained αY ′′l δY instead of αY . Also, assume that the symbol
B(k) is not present.
[ [ [A]α[ δ]α] Y ′′l αδY [ ] κχβBγ ζ [ ] ct1t2k] →4 [ [ [A]α[ δ]α] Y ′′l α[ ] κχβBγ ζδY [ ] ct1t2k]
↓5
[ [ [A]α[ δ]α] Y ′′l α [ [ δY ] κ ] κχαY βBγ ζ [ ] ct1t2 k ]
↓6
[ [ [A]α[ δ]α] Y ′′l α [ [ δY ] κ ] κχ βBαYγ ζ [ ] ct1t2 k ]
↓7
[ [ [A]α[ δ]α[αY ]α] Zα [ [ δY ] κ ] κχ βBγ ζ [ ] ct1t2 k ]
If B = B(k), then in the above sequence, we would have applied along with rule 5, rule 4 by which the symbol B(k) will
be brought inside themembranemarkedwith αY ′′l ; also, the trap symbol #will be introduced. This would have resulted
in a non-halting computation.
(3) Simulation ofmi : (X → H, A→ x) and halting
First replace rule 1 by [ ]αXA→ [ [ A]α ] xHhα . Then
9. [ ]αh → [ ]αh,
10. [ ] t1h→ [ ] t1h, [ ]HA→ [ [ A] ]#, A ∈ N2,
11. [ ] t2 t1 → [ ] t2t1,
12. [ ] c t1t2 → [ ] t1t2c, c ∈ {α, κ, χ,H}.
Finally, when the lastmatrix is simulated, we have the symbolsH, h. h detaches fromα and then detaches all symbols except
those from T marking the membranes inside the skin. The symbol H checks that there are no more symbols of N2 free in the
skin, and if any are found, an infinite computation is induced by rules 8. Thus, if all simulations go correctly, we end up with
the terminal symbols marking the membranes inside the skin.
To illustrate, assume that we are about to use the type-4 matrix (Z → H, B → bc). Then, continuing from the above
sequence, we obtain
[ [ [A]α[ δ]α[αY ]α] Zα [ [ δY ] κ ] κχ βBγ ζ [ ] ct1t2 k ]↓
[ [ [A]α[ δ]α[αY ]α[ B]α] bcHhα [ [ δY ] κ ] κχ βγ ζ [ ] ct1t2 k ]
↓2,9
[ [ [A]α[ δ]α[αY ]α[ B]α]Hαbch [ [ δY ] κ ] κχ βγ ζ [ ] ct1t2 k ]
↓10,3
[ [ [A]α[ δ]α[αY ]α[ B]α]Hαt1h [ [ δY ] κ ] κχ βγ ζ [ ] cbct2 k ]
↓11
[ [ [A]α[ δ]α[αY ]α[ B]α]Hαt1t2h [ [ δY ] κ ] κχ βγ ζ [ ] cbc k ]
↓12 (applied 4 times)
[ [ [A]α[ δ]α[αY ]α[ B]α] t1t2αHκχh [ [ δY ] κ ] βγ ζ [ ] cbc k ]
The only multiset marking the membranes below the skin is cbc. 
The above universality result will hold good if endoi is used in place of endoe.
Theorem 4.5. PsPP(4,∗)(endoi, prot) = PsRE.
Proof. Let G be a matrix grammar in the strong binary normal form with n1 matrices of types 2 and 4 numbered 1, . . . n1
and n2 matrices of type-3 labeled n1 + 1, . . . , n1 + n2. Construct the P system Π = (V , [ [β]Xκ Aψ [ ]pi1pi2 [ ] ζχ ] , R)
with alphabet V = N1 ∪ N2 ∪ T ∪ {〈Yx〉 | ∃ mi : (X → Y , A → x)} ∪ {pi1, pi2, ζ , χ, κ, ψ} ∪{X ′′ | X ∈ N1} ∪ {H, e}
∪{ψi, X ′i | n1 + 1 ≤ i ≤ n1 + n2}.
The symbolX in themembranemarkedwithXκ and the symbolA represent the symbolsX, A corresponding to (S → XA).
We assume that the type-4 matrices of G are of the form (X → H, A→ xe)where H, e are special symbols, and x ∈ T ∗.
(3) Simulation ofmi : (X → Y , A→ x1x2), xi ∈ N2 ∪ T
1. [ ] κXA→ [ [A] 〈Yx〉] κ ,
2. [ ] 〈Yx〉β → [ ]β〈Yx〉,
3. [ 〈Yx〉] κ → [ ] κ〈Yx〉,
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4. [ ]pi1pi2〈Yx〉 → [ [ 〈Yx〉] Yxpi1 ]pi2 ,
5. [ ] x1pi1 → [ ]pi1x1,
6. [ ] x2x1 → [ ] x2x1,
7. [ ] Y x2 → [ ] Yx2,
8. [ ]pi1Yx1x2 → [ ]pi1Yx1x2,
9. [pi1]pi2 → [ ]pi1pi2 ,
10. [ α]pi1pi2 → [ ]pi1pi2α, α ∈ {x1, x2, Y },
11. [ ] κY → [ ] κY .
To start the simulation of a type-2 matrix, we use rule 1. This is an endoi rule, which replaces X ∈ N1 with 〈Yx〉 in the
presence of A ∈ N2. Rules 2, 3 are used to obtain 〈Yx〉 in the skin membrane. From there, another endoi rule is used,
which replaces pi1 with Yxpi1. Rules 5–10 are used to move Y , x to the skin membrane. The symbols of N2 ∪ T remain in
the skin, while Y attaches to κ . We have now completed simulation ofmi.
(2) Simulation ofm′i : (X → Y , B(j) → #)
12. [ ] κXψ → [ [ψ]X ′iψi ] κ ,
13. [ ]αβ → [ ]αβ, α ∈ {ψi, X ′i },
14. [ α] κ → [ ]ακ , α ∈ {ψi, X ′i },
15. [ ]ψiκX ′i → [ ]ψiκX ′i ,
16. [ ]ψiκB(j) → [ [ B(j)]# ] κ , [ ] ζχX ′i → [ [X ′i ] ζY ′′ ]χ ,
17. [ ] ζY ′′ → [ ] ζY ′′, [ ]#β → [ ]#β,
18. [ ] ζY ′′ → [ ] Y ′′ζ , [#] κ → [ ]#κ ,
19. [ ζ ]χ → [ ] ζχ , [ ]#α→ [ ]#α, α ∈ V ,
20. [ Y ′′] ζχ → [ ] ζχY ′′, [ ]#α → [ ]#α, α ∈ V ,
21. [ ]ψiκY ′′ → [ [ Y ′′]ψY ] κ ,
22. [ ]αβ → [ ]αβ, α ∈ {ψ, Y },
23. [ ψ] κ → [ ] κψ, [ Y ] κ → [ ] κY .
To simulate a type-3 matrix, we start with rule 12. The symbol ψ in the skin membrane is brought inside the mem-
brane marked with κ by an endoi action, and X is replaced with X ′iψi. The index i corresponds to the index of the matrix
m′i . Using rules 13–15, ψ
′
i attaches to κ while X
′
i floats in the skin. Rule 16 checks if the symbol B
(j) ∈ N2 corresponding
tom′i is present in the skin, while X
′
i enters the membrane marked with ζχ by an endoi rule. The ζ is replaced with ζY
′′.
In case B(j) is present, then the trap symbol # is introduced, and we get a non-halting computation due to rules 19, 20.
Assuming that B(j) is not present, we continue with rules 17–20, bringing Y ′′ to the skin. If the symbol B(j) is indeed not
present, we will still have ψi along with κ . Then use rule 21, which replaces ψi with ψY . Rules 22, 23 then ensure that
ψ returns to the skin membrane, and that Y attaches to κ . We are now ready for another simulation.
(3) Halting and simulation of (X → H, A→ ye), y ∈ T ∗
24. [ ]χe→ [ ] eχ,
25. [ ]HκA→ [ [A]H ′#] κ , [ ] ζχ → [ ]χζ ,
26. [ ]pi1ζ → [ ]pi1ζ , 27. [ ] κpi1 → [ ] κpi1,
28. [ ]pi2κ → [ ]pi2κ ,
29. [ ]pi2κa→ [ ]pi2κa, a ∈ T , 30. [ ]pi2a → [ ] api2, a ∈ T ,
31. [ ] ab→ [ ] ab, a, b ∈ T , [ ] κpi2 → [ ] κpi2, [ ]Hpi1pi2 → [ ]Hpi1pi2.
Start with rules 1–11, replacing Y by H , and x with ye. The symbol e will be brought to the skin in the same way y1, y2
(y = y1y2) are. We now need to check (i) if any more symbols A ∈ N2 remain, (ii) remove all symbols marking membranes
just below the skin, and (iii) make all the terminals floating in the skin as markers of some membrane just below the skin.
(i) is started off by rule 24. The symbols χ, ζ , pi1, κ are removed in order (rules 25–27). Rule 25 checks if any more symbols
A ∈ N2 remain, and in case of finding any, the trap symbol # is introduced giving a non-halting computation. By rule 28, κ
attaches to pi2. To this new combination, terminals floating in the skin attach. The symbols pi2, κ are detached after this. H
is detached at the very end (the presence of H implies that no A ∈ N2 remain). Thus, at the end of a halting computation,
the only symbols marking membranes inside the skin are the terminals obtained using the matrices of G. 
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Theorem 4.6. PsPP(4,∗)(bud1, prot) = PsRE.
Proof. We consider a matrix grammar G in the strong binary normal form. Construct the P system Π =
(V , [ [ [β] ]αAX [ s] pq] , R) with alphabet V = {X ′i , X ′′i , X ′′′i , X i, X̂i | X ∈ N1, n1 + 1 ≤ i ≤ n1 + n2} ∪ N1 ∪ N2 ∪ T ∪{α, β, δ, p, q, r, s,H, h,#}. In the initial configuration, we have the structure [ [ β] ]αAX where the membrane containing
β is used for bud operations, and X, A correspond to the initial matrix (S → XA). The rules R are as follows:
0.[ s] q → [ ] qs, [ ] qs→ [ s] q.
(1) Simulation of a type-2 matrixmi : (X → Y , A→ x)
1. [ [β] ]αAX → [[β] ]αYx[ ]αX ,
if ∃ a type-2 or type-4 matrix (Y → Z, B→ y),
[ [β] ]αAX → [[β] ]αYYx[ ]αX ,
if ∃ a type-3 matrix (Y → Z, B(j) → #),
2. [ ]αX → [X]α, [ X]α → [Xα] , X ∈ N1,
2′. [ ]BX → [X]B, [ X]B → [ ]BX , X ∈ N1, B ∈ N2 ∪ T .
To simulate a type-2 matrix, rule 1 is used. This is a bud rule with u = λ, a = A and v = αX . In case Y ∈ N1 belongs
to a type-2 matrix, then A is replaced with αYx, and the symbol X becomes part of the new membrane created in the
process. No symbols of N2 ∪ T should mark the new membrane created. If they do, then rules 2′ will induce an infinite
computation. In case the symbol Y ∈ N2 corresponds to a type-3 matrix, A ∈ N2 is replaced by αYYx. Any of the rules 1
can be used if Y is part of a type-2 as well as a type-3 matrix.
(2) Simulation of a type-3 matrixm′i : (X → Y , B(j) → #)
3. [ [β] ]αXX → [ [β] ]αX ′i X ′i δr [ ]αX ,
In case X ∈ N1 corresponds to a type-3 matrix, rule 3 is used. This is a bud rule with u = λ, a = X and v = αX . X
evolves into αX ′X ′δr . Again, no symbols of N2 ∪ T can mark the newmembrane formed, as it will give rise to an infinite
computation as given by rule 2.
4. [ ]X ′i δ → [ ]X ′i δ,
5. [ [β] ]X ′i B(j) → [[β] ]#B(j) [ ] , [ ] pqδ→ [ ] pqδ,
Next, rule 4 or 5 can be used. By rule 4, the symbol δ is detached from X ′i . In case the corresponding B(j) ∈ N2 is present,
we get an infinite computation by the bud rules 5 and 15. Assume the B(j) ∈ N2 is not present. Then, the δ which got
detached from X ′i gets attached to pq.
6. [ ] pqδ → [ ] δqp,
7. [ ]αX ′i X ′i p→ [ ]αX ′i X ′i p, [ ] δq → [ δ] q,
By rule 6, the p gets detached from δpq. By rule 7, this p then attaches to X ′i . The presence of X
′
i X
′
i means that B
(j) ∈ N2 is
absent. In parallel, δ gets detached from q and is locked inside.
8. [ [ β] ]αX ′i X ′i pr → [ [ β] ]αX ′′i X ′′i [ ]αX ′i pr ,
p along with X ′i X
′
i , induces the bud rule 8 with u = λ, a = X ′i and v = αX ′i pr . X ′i evolves into αX ′′i X ′′i while αX ′i pr marks
the newly created membrane.
9. [ ] pr → [ ] rp, [ [ ]β ]αX ′′i X ′′i → [ [ ]β ]αX ′′′i X ′′′i [ ]αX ′′i ,
10. [ ] rp→ [ ] pr, [ [ ]β ]αX ′′′i → [ [ ]β ]αX iX i [ ]αX ′′′i ,
11. [ ] qr → [ ] qr , [ [ ]β ]αX iX i → [ [ ]β ]αX̂iX̂i [ ]αX i ,
12. [ ] rqp→ [ ] prq,
[ [ ]β ]αX̂iX̂i → [ [ ]β ]αY [ ]αX̂i ,
if ∃ a type-2 or type-4 matrix (Y → Z, B→ y),
[ [ ]β ]αX̂i → [ [ ]β ]αYY [ ]αX̂i ,
if ∃ a type-3 matrix (Y → Z, B(j) → #),
13. [ ] prq → [ r] pq,
Rules 9–13 ensure that pmarks the membrane marked with q (as in the initial configuration). First, p is detached from
r; then r detaches; this is followed by r attaching to q, and then p attaching to rq. Finally, r is detached, leaving p, q
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as before. In the meantime, X ′i evolves into Y through a sequence of bud rules. Note that in each bud rule, the new
membrane which gets created should not be marked by any symbols of N2 ∪ T ; if it does, then rule 14 will induce an
infinite computation.
14. [ ] cA → [ A] c, [ c]A → [ ] cA, A ∈ N2 ∪ T ,
c ∈ {X ′i , X ′′i , X ′′′i , X i, X̂i}, X ∈ N1,
[ ]αc → [ c]α, [ c]α → [ cα] , c ∈ {X ′i , X ′′i , X ′′′i , X i, X̂i}, X ∈ N1,
15. [ [ β ] ]# → [ [ β] ]#[ ] .
(3) Simulation of a type-4 matrixmi : (X → H, A→ x) and halting
[ [ β] ]αAX → [ [ β] ]Hhx[ ]αX , [ ]Hh → [ ]Hh,
[ ] pqh→ [ ] pqh, [ [ β] ]HA → [ [ β] ]#[ ]A, A ∈ N2,
[ ] dh → [ ] hd, d ∈ {p, q}, [ ] cpq→ [ ] cpq, c ∈ {H, h, }.
At the end, we simulate the type-4 matrix. Two new symbols H, h are introduced. The symbol h removes p, q while H
checks if any A ∈ N2 remain. If any remain, then the computation never stops. Thus, a halting configuration is obtained
if in all bud rules used, no symbols of N2 ∪ T mark the new membrane created. Note that due to rules 2, 14, all symbols
α, X, X ′i , X
′′
i , X
′′′
i , X i, X̂i marking the membranes inside the skin are removed. At the end, the membrane inside the skin (the
one containing [β] ) is marked withw ∈ T ∗ such that ψT (w) ∈ PsL(G). 
Theorem 4.7. For all P systemsΠ of depth 3, PsPP(n,∗)((ncoo)bud1) ⊂ PsRE, n ≥ 3.
Proof. Consider a P systemΠ = (V , µ, R) of depth 3 using non-cooperative bud rules. The most general structure for µ is
[ [ [β1]u1γ1]w1 [ [β2]u2γ2]w2 [ [βm]umγm]wmγ ] ,
with βi, ui, γ ∈ V ∗. The γi’s can be strings over V ∗ or can be membrane structures of depth 1. For simplicity, we assume
here that γi ∈ V ∗. Further, we assume that the skin membrane is not marked with anything, since a bud operation on the
skin membrane would divide the skin.
A bud operation can be applied only to themembranesmarkedwi in the initial configuration. This will give two resultant
membranes, of which only one will contain the membrane [ βi]ui . In all future steps, the membrane which contains this
membrane can only be part of a bud rule. However, the markings of the newly created membranes are non-deterministic.
Since we are considering non-cooperative bud, apart from the newly obtainedmarking symbols, the other marking symbols
are non-deterministically distributed to the two resultant membranes. If we model this non-determinism, we are done.
As in the proof of Theorem 4.3, we shall denote by ai the fact that a is marking membrane i. Let Vi = {ai | a ∈ V }, V ′i ={a′i | a ∈ V }. Construct a random context matrix grammar G = (N, T , S,M,∅) with appearance checking and no λ-rules
having N = Vi ∪ V ′i ∪ {χi, χ ′i | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} ∪ {E, F}, T = V and matrices
1. ((S → w1w2 . . . wmχ1),∅,∅),
The start symbol S is replaced by all the markingswi and a special symbol χ1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
2. ((χi → χ ′i , ai → x′i),∅,∅), if [ [ βi]ui ] ai → [ [ βi]ui ] xi [ ] ,
((χi → χ ′i ),∅, {ai | ∃ [ [ βi]ui ] ai → [ [ βi]ui ] xi [ ] }),
Rule 2 simulates a bud rule. We replace ai by x′i and χi by χ
′
i . For 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
3. ((χ ′i → χ ′i , ai → a),∅,∅),
((χ ′i → χ ′i ),∅,∅),
After replacing an ai with x′i , all symbols of Vi other than ai should be distributed between the twomembranes. The symbols
ai which mark the newly formed elementary membrane are represented by replacing ai by a. These symbols will never
again be used. The second rule in 3 is the possibility that the newly formed membrane is not marked with anything at all.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
4. ((χ ′i → χ ′′i ),∅,∅),
((χ ′′i → χ ′′i ), a′i → ai),∅,∅),
((χ ′′j → χj+1),∅, V ′i ), 1 ≤ j ≤ m− 1,
((χ ′′m → χ1),∅, V ′m),
Non-deterministically, at some point of time after rule 3, rule 4 is used. χ ′i is replaced by χ
′′
i , and the primed symbols are
unprimed, getting ready for the next round of bud rules for membrane i. Once all primed symbols are unprimed, χ ′′i is
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replaced by χi+1. When we reach χ ′′m, we have finished simulating one bud step ofΠ .
5. ((χ ′′m → E),∅, V ′m),
6. ((E → E, ai → a)),∅,∅), if @ [ [ βi]ui ] ai → [ [ βi]ui ] xi [ ]
7. ((E → F),∅,
m⋃
i=1
Vi).
Rule 5 is all about guessing a halting configuration, and rule 6 checks that the guess is correct. When all symbols of Vi are
replaced by V , we obtain a string Fywhere y is such that |y|a =∑i≥1 |yi|a for all a ∈ V and yi, i ≥ 1 are themultisetsmarking
the membranes inside the skin. As the classMATac is closed under the quotient operation with letters, we can remove F to
obtain w. Clearly, the random context matrix grammar G constructed from Π is such that Ps(∂ lF (L(G))) = Ps(Π), with
∂ lF (L(G)) ∈ MATac . 
Similar results can be obtained by replacing bud1 with bud2.
Theorem 4.8. PsPP(4,∗)((ncoo)wrap,mate, attach, detach) = PsRE.
Proof. Consider a matrix grammar G in the strong binary normal form. As usual, assume that matrices of type-2 and type-
4 are numbered 1, . . . n1 and that matrices of type-3 are numbered n1 + 1 . . . , n1 + n2. Construct the P system Π =
(V , [ [ ]βAδ [ ]X [ ] ba ] hh, R)with alphabet V = {X, X ′, X | X ∈ N1}∪ {δi | n1+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n1+ n2}∪ {o,H,H ′, h,#}∪N2 ∪ T .
The symbols a, b are special and are not part of T . The symbols X and Amarking 2 membranes below the skin represent the
symbols X, A of the initial matrix (S → XA). Simulations of all matrices are achieved by a mate operation between these
membranes. All other membranes inside the skin are auxiliary and will help in the process of correct simulation. The rules
R are given as follows:
0. [ ] ba→ [ ] ab, [ ] ab → [ ] ba.
(1) Simulation of a type-2 matrixmi : (X → Y , A→ x)
1. [ ]A[ ]X → [ ]XY ′x,
2. [ ]βX → [X]β , [ ] δY ′ → [ ] δY ′,
The membranes marked with A, X mate, replacing A with Y ′x. In the next step, the symbol X ∈ N1 is locked inside the
membrane marked with β while Y ′ detaches from δ.
3. [ Y ′] h → [ [ Y ′] ] h, 4. [ Y ′] → [ ] Y ′ ,
Y ′ is wrapped, and then Y ′ then attaches to this new membrane.
5. [ ]β [ ] Y ′ → [ ]βoY , 6. [ ] oY → [ ] Yo,
7. [ ] Yo→ [ ] Yo, 8. [ o] h → [ ] oh,
9. [ Y ] h → [[ Y ] ] h, 10. [ Y ] → [ ] Y .
We now have 2 separate membranes marked with Y ′ and β . They mate replacing Y ′ with oY . Then o detaches from Y ,
and Y attaches to o. This is followed by o attaching to the marking h of the skin, and Y getting wrapped. Y then attaches
to this new membrane. Thus, we obtain two separate membranes, one marked with βw,w ∈ (N2 ∪ T )∗, and the other,
with Y . We can start another simulation now. Note that if Y attaches to the marking h of the skin membrane instead of
using rule 10, or if rule 8 is used before rule 7, we will obtain a non-halting computation due to rules 0.
(2) Simulation of a type-3 matrixm′i : (Y → Z, B(j) → #)
11. [ ]β [ ] Y → [ ]βZδi ,
12. [ ]βδi → [ ]βδi, [ ] δZ → [ ] δZ,
For a type-3 matrix, the membranes marked β and Y mate, replacing Y with Zδi. The index i of δi is the label i of the
matrixm′i being simulated. Next, δi and Z detach from the membrane.
13. [ ]B(j)δi → [ ] B(j)δi, [ Z] h → [[ Z] ] h,
14. [ B(j)] h → [ ]B(j)h, [ Z] → [ ] Z ,
15. [ ]B(j)h → [ B(j)] h,
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The free δi detaches B(j) ∈ N1 (if present) while in parallel, Z is wrapped. The first rule of 14 and rule 15 induce a non-
halting computation if B(j) is present. The Z attaches to its newmembrane. Here again, if Z were to attach to themarking
h of the skin instead of using the second rule of 13, we will obtain a non-halting computation due to rules 0.
16. [ ] Zδi → [ δi] Z ,
17. [ ]β [ ] Z → [ ]βoZ .
Once the purpose of δi is over, it is locked away in the new membrane marked by Z . Next, the membranes marked β, Z
mate. Rules 6–10 should now be used to start another simulation.
(3) Simulation of a type-4 matrixmi : (X → H, A→ x) and halting: By rule 1, we obtain [ ]βXH ′x. Use rules 2–4 replacing Y
with H . Then,
18. [ ]β [ ]H ′ → [ ]βH1H2 ,
19. [ ]AH1 → [ ]H1A, A ∈ N2, [ ]βH2 → [ ]H2β,
20. [A] h → [ ]Ah, [ ]Ah → [A] h, A ∈ N2,
21. [ ]Hiβ → [ ]βHi, i ∈ {1, 2},
22. [ ]αH1H2 → [ ]αH1H2, α ∈ {δ, b}.
The membranes marked β and H ′ mate, replacing H ′ with H1H2. H1 then checks if any more symbols of N2 remain. Rules
20 induce a non-halting computation in case any symbols A ∈ N2 remain. Thereafter, all symbols β, δ,H1,H2, b are
detached. This leaves us with a single membrane (the membrane originally marked with βδ) marked with w ∈ T ∗ such
that ψT (w) ∈ Ps(L(G)). 
Theorem 4.9. PsPP(m,∗)(mate, attach, detach) ⊂ PsRE, ∀m ≥ 1.
Proof idea. We just give the proof idea. Consider a general membrane structure with the skin membrane containing k
membranes 1, . . . , k. Each of these kmembranes can contain a finite number ofmembranes.We canmaintain a table keeping
track of the position of the symbols, and the status of the membranes. When membranes i, jmate, we can update the table
entry to reflect that the contents have also merged. The mate operations reduces the number of membranes at each level
(in the worst case, we will end up having one membrane at each level). The attach/detach operations may continue even
after no more mate operations are possible. However, keeping track of this is possible since the number of symbols in the
system will not increase once the mate operations have stopped. A random context matrix grammar which keeps track of
the table entries, (and hence, the positions of the membranes and their symbols) can be constructed as in Theorem 4.3. 
Theorem 4.10. PsPP(5,∗)((ncoo)pinoi, prot) = PsRE.
Proof. Let us start from a matrix grammar G in the strong binary normal form. We assume without loss of generality that
no matrices have rules Y → Y , Y ∈ N1. Recall that type-3 matrices are numbered from n1 + 1 to n1 + n2.
Construct the P systemΠ = (V , [ [ [ ] t A ]Xαt1t2 [ ] e[ ] ba] h, R)with alphabet V = {X, δX , κX | X ∈ N1} ∪ {X i | n1+ 1 ≤
i ≤ n1 + n2} ∪ {βc, γc | c ∈ N2 ∪ T } ∪ {t, α, d, δH ,H,H ′} ∪ {A, αA | A ∈ N2} ∪ T . In the initial configuration, we have the
symbols X, A representing the initial matrix (S → XA). The membrane marked with e in the initial configuration will be
marked with all terminals obtained from the simulation of G at the end of a halting computation; the membrane marked b
and the symbol a work as a unit to trigger an infinite computation whenever something goes wrong; all other membranes
and symbols are auxiliary. The symbols a, b, e are special symbols not in T .
The rules R are as follows:
0. [ ] ba→ [ ] ab, [ ] ab → [ ] ba.
(1) Simulation of a type-2 matrixmi : (X → Y , A→ x1x2), xi ∈ N2 ∪ T
1. [A]X → [A[ ]αAβx1γx2 x1x2δY Y ] ,
if ∃ a type-2 or type-4 matrix (Y → Z, B→ y),
[A]X → [A[ ]αAβx1γx2 x1x2δY κY Y j ] ,
if ∃ a type-3 matrixm′j : (Y → Z, B(k) → #),
Apino rule is used to replaceX ∈ N1withαAβx1γx2x1x2δYY in case Y corresponds to a type-2 or type-4matrix. Otherwise,
X is replaced with αAβx1γx2x1x2δYκYY j. The symbols x1, x2 correspond to the rule A → x1x2. βx1 and γx2 are special
symbols used to process x1, x2 later; αA and δY are symbols used for processing A, Y later.
2. A[ ]αA → [ A]αA , [ ] x1βx1 → [ ]βx1 x1, [ ] x2γx2 → [ ]γx2 x2,
[ ] δY c → [ ] δY c, c ∈ {Y , Y j}, Y ∈ N1,
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A copy of A ∈ N2 enters the new membrane created by rule 1, and stays there forever; x1, x2 detach using βx1 and γx2 ,
and Y detaches using δY .
3. [ A]αA → [ AαA] or [ A]βx1 → [ Aβx1 ] ,
[ c]α → [ ]αc, c ∈ {Y , Y j}, Y ∈ N1,
[ a] ti → [ ] tia, a ∈ T , i ∈ {1, 2},
αA detaches and also gets locked inside the membrane along with A; in parallel, Y attaches to the outer membrane
using α, the terminal symbols move out using t1, t2. Note that it is crucial that the symbols α, t1, t2 which were not
participating in the pino rule 1mark the outermembrane for this to happen: otherwise, there is noway the computation
can halt due to rules 0. Once Y has attached to α, the next matrix can be simulated. If αA does not detach, and instead
βx1 detaches using the copy of A ∈ N2 brought inside, then another copy of A ∈ N2 can enter the membrane using αA.
4. [ βx1 ]γx2 → [ ]γx2βx1 , [ AαA]γx2 → [ AαAγx2 ] ,
[ s] e → [ ] se, s ∈ T ,
Assuming that αA detached after the entry of the first A ∈ N2, γx2 detaches in the presence of AαA; otherwise, βx1
comes out of the membrane using γx2 . The terminal symbols that came out in the previous step attach to the membrane
marked e.
5. [ γx2 ]βx1 → [ βx1γx2 ] , [ ] tβx1 → [ βx1 ] t ,
[ ] se → [ e] s, s ∈ T , s′[ ] s → [ ] ss′ , s, s′ ∈ T ,
IfαA had detached immediately after obtaining A, βx1 would still bemarking themembrane; in this case, it gets detached
and gets locked inside the membrane along with A, αA. Otherwise, βx1 would have left the membrane in the previous
step; this βx1 now enters the membrane marked with t .
6. [ βx1 ] t → [ ] tβx1 .
The βx1 which entered themembranemarkedwith t comes out, and an non-halting computation is obtained (due to βx1
entering and coming out of the membrane marked t by rules 5, 6).
We illustrate below a sequence of computations happening when simulating (X → Y , A → gD) with X, Y ∈ N1,
g ∈ T ,D ∈ N2 and Y corresponds to a type-2 matrix.
Starting from (S → XA), assume that we have simulated 4 type-2matrices that gave rise to symbols A, B, C ∈ N2. Let
the current configuration be [ [ [ ] t [ x1] δX1 [ x2] δX2 [ x3] δX3 [ x4] δX4 AABC]Xαt1t2 [ e]w[ ] ba] h, where the four membranes[ xi] δXi are the ones formed during the pino rules used while simulating the four type-2 matrices, AABC is the multiset
of symbols in N2 and w ∈ T ∗ is the multiset of terminals obtained from these 4 matrices. The membranes [ xi] δXi will
remain idle till the end, so in the following we omit them for conciseness.
[ [ [ ] tAABC]Xαt1t2 [ e]w[ ] ba] h →1,0 [ [ [ ] tAABC[ ]αAβgγDgDδY Y ]αt1t2 [ e]w[ ] ba] h
↓2,0
[ [ [ ] tABC[A]αAβgγDδY gDY ]αt1t2 [ e]w[ ] ba] h
↓0,2,3
[ [ [ ] tBC[AAβg ]αAγDδYD] Yαt1t2g[ e]w[ ] ab] h (∗∗)
↓0,3,4
[ [ [ ] tBC[AAαA]γDδY βgD]αYt1t2 [ e]wg [ ] ba] h
↓4,5,0
[ [ [βg ] tBC[AAαAγD] δYD]αYt1t2 [ e]wg [ ] ba] h
↓6,0
[ [ [ ] tβgBC[AAαAγD] δYD]αYt1t2 [ e]wg [ ] ba] h
↓5,0
[ [ [βg ] tBC[AAαAγD] δYD]αYt1t2 [ e]wg [ ] ba] h
...
In the above sequence, two copies of A ∈ N2 were brought inside. This is a wrong move, and a non-halting computation
is obtained due to the movement of βg in and out of the membrane marked t . Note that from (∗∗), the simulation of
another matrix can begin in the next step, since Y is marking the membrane marked with αt1t2.
(2) Simulation of a type-3 matrixm′i : (Y → Z, B(j) → #) The first time a type-3 matrix gets simulated, a type-2 matrix
would have been simulated before that. In this case, use rules 1–6 as above (rule 1 replaces X with αAβx1γx2x1x2δYκYY i).
The symbol Y i attaches to α by rule 3. The case when two type-3 matrices are simulated one after the other would be
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clear from rule 10 and from the example given below.
7. [ γx2βx1 ] κY → [ γx2βx1κY ] , [ B(j)] Y i → [ B(j)[ ]#] ,
8. [ κY ] δY → [ ] δY κY , [ ]# → [ ]#,
9.[ ]#→ [ ]#.
Assuming that the type-2 matrix got simulated correctly, we will have βx1γx2 in the membrane marked by κY .The κY
detaches. In parallel, If B(j) is present, the Y i is replacedwith# by a pino rule. Thiswill result in a non-halting computation
(second rule of 8 and rule 9). The κY which got detached moves out in the presence of δY marking the membrane.
10. [ κY ] Y i → [ κY [ ] δZ Z ] ,
if Z corresponds to a type-2 matrix,
[ κY ] Y i → [ κY [ ] ZkβZ κZ ] ,
if Z corresponds to a type-3 matrixm′k,
If the symbol B(j) was absent, then Y i would still be marking the membrane; in this case, a pino rule is used, replacing
Y i with Z or ZkβZκZ .
11. κY [ ] Z → [ ] κY Z , κY [ ] Zk → [ ] κY Zk ,
12. [ ] κY Z → [ ] κY Z, [ ] κY κZβZ Zk → [ ] κY κZβZ Zk,
13. [ ] κY κZβZ → [ βZ ] κY κZ , 14. [ βZ ] κZ → [ βZκZ ] ,
15. [ κZ ] κY → [ ] κY κZ .
κY attaches to Z (Zk) in the newly formed membrane. Z (Zk) then detaches from κY . In the next step, this Z(Zk) attaches
to α as in rule 3. In case we had obtained Zk, then in the next step, we use rules 13 and the second rule of 7 (if applicable,
depending on whether B(j) is present). Rules 14, 15 follow, at the end of which we have κZ free. Note that since the case
Y = Z does not arise, we will never have a scenario where rule 14 detaches and locks both κY ’s inside.
Given below is a sequence of configurations while simulating a type-3 matrix m′i : (Y → Z, B(j) → #) after simulating
the type-2 matrix (X → Y , A → gD). Let Z correspond to a type-3 matrix m′k : (Z → W , B(l) → #), and let W
correspond tom′n : (W → O, B(p) → #). Assume that B(j), B(l) are absent, and B(p) is present. Let B(p) = C . Assuming we
start with the configuration as in (1) given below, we obtain
(1) [ [ [ ] tAABC]Xαt1t2 [ e]w[ ] ba] h
(2) [ [ [ ] tAABC[ ]αAβgγDgDκY δY Y i ]αt1t2 [ e]w[ ] ba] h (0, 1)
(3) [ [ [ ] tABC[A]αAβgγDκY δY gDY i]αt1t2 [ e]w[ ] ba] h (0, 2)
(4) [ [ [ ] tABCD[AαA]γDβg δY κY ] Y iαt1t2g[ e]w[ ] ab] h (0, 2, 3)
(5) [ [ [ ] tABCD[AαAγD] δY κY βg ]αY it1t2 [ e]wg [ ] ba] h (0, 4)
(6) [ [ [ ] tABCD[AαAγDβg ] δY κY ]αY it1t2 [ e]wg [ ] ba] h (0, 5)
(7) [ [ [ ] tABCD[AαAγDβgκY ] δY ]αY it1t2 [ e]wg [ ] ba] h (0, 7)
(8) [ [ [ ] tABC[AαAγDβg ] δY κY ]αY it1t2 [ e]wg [ ] ba] h (0, 8)
(9) [ [ [ ] tABCD[AαAγDβg ] δY κY [ ] ZkβZ κZ ]αt1t2 [ e]wg [ ] ba] h (0, 10)
(10) [ [ [ ] tABCD[AαAγDβg ] δY [ ] κY ZkβZ κZ ]αt1t2 [ e]wg [ ] ba] h (0, 11)
(11) [ [ [ ] tABCD[AαAγDβg ] δY [ ] κY βZ κZ Zk]αt1t2 [ e]wg [ ] ba] h (0, 12)
(12) [ [ [ ] tABCD[AαAγDβg ] δY [βZ ] κY κZ ] Zkαt1t2 [ e]wg [ ] ba] h (0, 3, 13)
(13) [ [ [ ] tABCD[AαAγDβg ] δY [βZκZ ] κY ] Zkαt1t2 [ e]wg [ ] ba] h (0, 14)
(14) [ [ [ ] tABCD[AαAγDβg ] δY [βZ ] κY κZ ] Zkαt1t2 [ e]wg [ ] ba] h (0, 15)
(15) [ [ [ ] tABCD[AαAγDβg ] δY [βZ ] κY κZ [ ]WnβW κW ]αt1t2 [ e]wg [ ] ba] h (0, 10)
(16) [ [ [ ] tABCD[AαAγDβg ] δY [βZ ] κY [ ]WnβW κW κZ ]αt1t2 [ e]wg [ ] ba] h (0, 11)
(17) [ [ [ ] tABCD[AαAγDβg ] δY [βZ ] κY [ ]βW κW κZW n]αt1t2 [ e]wg [ ] ba] h (0, 12)
(18) [ [ [ ] tABCD[AαAγDβg ] δY [βZ ] κY [βW ] κW κZ ]Wnαt1t2 [ e]wg [ ] ba] h (0, 3, 13)
(19) [ [ [ ] tABC[ ]#D[AαAγDβg ] δY [βZ ] κY [βWκW ] κZ ]αt1t2 [ e]wg [ ] ba] h (0, 7, 14)
... (8, 9)
If W had been part of a type-2 matrix (W → O, B → y), step 15 would have been [ [ [ ] tABCD[AαAγDβg] δY [βZ ] κY κZ [ ]WδW ]αt1t2 [ e]wg [ ] ba] h. This can be followed by rules 2,3 detachingW , attaching it toαt1t2 and continuing
as in step (1).
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(3) Simulation of a type-4 matrix (X → H, A→ x), x ∈ T ∗ and halting
16. [A]X → [ A [ ]αAβx1γx2 x1x2δHHH ′ ] ,
Use rules 2–5 replacing Y by H,
17. B[ ]H ′ → [ ] BH ′, B ∈ N2,
18. [ ] tH ′ → [ ] tH ′ ,
19. [ ]αH → [ ]αH, [ ] cH → [ ] cH, c ∈ {t1, t2, α, b}.
When we simulate a type-4 matrix, we use rule 16. This is similar to rule 1, the only difference being that we use H in place
of Y , and an extra symbol H ′ is added. Now, rules 2–5 are used. The purpose of H ′ is to check if any more symbols of N2
remain (other than the A ∈ N2 used this step, which is brought in by αA). If there are any, then rules 17, 18 will induce an
infinite computation. Note that a halting configuration will be obtained only if all steps have gone ahead correctly until H
comes to the skin.WithH in the skin, the symbols α, t1, t2 and b detach. This way, the only symbolsmarking themembranes
inside the skin are the terminal symbols. 
Using pinoe in place of pinoi, we can obtain universality as well.
Corollary 4.1. PsPP(5,∗)((ncoo)pinoe, prot) = PsRE.
Theorem 4.11. PsPP(n,n)(prot) ⊂ PsRE for all n ≥ 1.
Proof. We just give the proof idea. Consider a P systemΠ with amembrane structureµ. Let the total number ofmembranes
be k. As in the proof of Theorem 4.3, we can assume an implicit numbering of the membranes 1, 2, . . . , k. Updating the
markings as well as the contents of each membrane at the end of every transition is the only task to be done. The number of
objects as well as the membranes do not change as there are no protein-membrane rules. It is easy to construct a random
context matrix grammar as in Theorem 4.3 to model the system. 
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have looked at the expressive power of P systems with protein-movement rules as well as protein-
membrane rules. Several questions remain open. Some of them are (i) what are the decidable subclasses of P systems using
both protein-membrane andmovement rules, (ii) howoptimal are the results given here in terms of the kind of rules, and the
number of membranes, (iii) the structure of the underlying system, and its effect on the computational power; this is very
relevant here since the brane calculi operations do change the structure of the system, and many actions have co-actions
restoring the structure.
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